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Get the Most Out of Your Azure Cloud

Only 20% of organizations give their employees the 
tools to make decisions based on analytics.1 A modern 
data foundation sets the stage for this enhanced 
decisioning and innovation with the Azure platform.

Paradigm’s Data Platform in 2 Weeks deployment 
complements your business strategy, making the 
most of people, process, and technology to further 
your cloud-driven digital transformation journey.

Paradigm sets you up for success in rapidly creating 
and launching a next-gen modern data foundation. 
Trust you’re building within organizational compliance 
to speed up development and delivery.

Identify the Unique Components of Your Ideal Data Platform

Key Benefits

• Agile and futureproof path to 
enterprise data strategy

• Lower operating costs
• Critical decisioning via timely 

insights for quicker time-to-
market

Ingestion Layer Persistence Layer Analytics Layer Consumption Layer
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Lay the Foundation of Your Data Platform on Azure

Reduce cost and 
effort to deploy, 

operate, and maintain 
your data platform

Fast and agile 
response to business 
needs, ingesting and 
employing data as 

required

All data in one 
modern platform, 

standardized, 
cleansed, and 

cataloged

Centralized 
and automated 

deployments to scale 
your platform as 

needed
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1The New Decision Makers: Equipping Frontline Workers for Success, Harvard Business Review, 2020

How We Enable You - The Power of Paradigm

Paradigm enables your cloud business office and enterprise cloud and data architects to deploy your unified 
modern data platform in Azure. Your platform will leverage a variety of cloud tools including Azure Data 
Factory, Azure Data Lake Gen2, Azure Databricks or Synapse Analytics, and Power BI.

Project Plan
High-level project 
implementation roadmap with 
timelines.

Clear Platform Spend
Visibility into the Azure 
data platform total cost of 
ownership.

Business Insights
Power BI reports with data-
driven visuals to drive powerful 
decisioning.

The Power of Paradigm

Paradigm Technology is an award-winning cloud consulting company and leader in cloud, digital, and business 
transformation, working for 25 years with the Fortune 500. We focus on assisting our clients in meeting their toughest goals: 
revenue, operations, organization, and risk; delivering and communicating measurable value and impact above all else – 
that’s the Power of Paradigm.

Data Estate Modernization • Cloud Migration • Multi-Cloud XOps • Master Data Management • Data Quality Management
• Data Governance • Digital Intelligence 360 • Data Science & Applied AI • Analytics Automation • Streaming & Batch Integration 
• Data Hub/Mesh • Hybrid Integration & API Management

Cloud Data
Management

Advanced
Analytics

Data
Engineering


